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Compiled Tues. 17 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 
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Only One Day Left 

24 Hours Between Darkness and Light 

Huge BQmbs Incoming 

Digital War 

They Are Not Ready for This 

We Will Win 

Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming 

Q 

Join and Witness: https://t.me/QAnonJFK 

 

 

Big Event Tues. 17 May 17:17 EST. 

WWG1WGA!!! 

…Trump, Truth Social 

 

Big Event Fri. 20 May 2022 4 pm EST 

…Trump, Truth Social 

 

Battle Hymn of the Republic (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

You Raise Me Up (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note: 

https://t.me/QAnonJFK
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/battle-hymn-of-the-republic-mormon-tabernacle-choir.html
https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/you-raise-me-up-mormon-tabernacle-choir.html


 Office 45 Mystery solved. They are alive. Kennedy Q World Order Restart. …President 

Q on Mon. 16 May 

 Game On. One final surprise. Justice. WWG1WGA. The Storm is coming. Be 

prepared. Big Event. 5-20-2022 16:00 pm EST. Game over. 

 2000 Mules 2020 Election Fraud: https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/ 

 Mon. 16 May 2022: A group of serious computer hackers, allegedly based in Russia, 

have publicly announced they will commence a "Global internet attack" against 

the US, UK, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Romania, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland and Ukraine. It 

is not yet known WHEN such attack will commence. 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russian-computer-hacker-

group-killnet-announces-global-internet-attack 

 The group, known by the name "Killnet" issued a video announcement 

Monday. Readers were advised that this web site (HalTurnerRadioShow.com) is based on 

servers in South America (Brazil) and as such, should not be adversely affected . . . but 

who knows. The streaming audio servers for this web site, which carry the live radio 

show, ARE based in the United States, so depending upon what these Hackers actually 

do, there COULD be some issues with the streaming audio.  It remains to be seen. 

 The United States has a long-established policy that a cyber-attack, if it damages 

property or results in the death of anyone, ___MAY___ be considered "an act of war." 

 It is already being widely speculated that THIS may be the "false flag" perpetrated by 

the CIA or the Deep State" to provide an excuse for the US and NATO to go to actual 

war with Russia. 

A. Judy Reminder: No one, and I mean NO ONE, knows the exact time and date that the 

codes will be entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set redemption/ 

exchange appointments. That will be decided from calculations made by the Military Quantum 

Computer and were based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the Plan. 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world’s reserve 

currency.  

 On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated, according to Q and Trump. 

 The King Pin of the GCR, Iraq, was told they could revalue their Dinar at any time. 

 Holly: Over the weekend certain things transpired to move the RV forward such as 

Bond redemptions in Tier One and Two being executed. This was huge and we should 

finally see the release. 

 Mon. 16 May MarkZ: All the new rates have now been set, we just don’t know them 

yet. Many contacts on multiple continents reported that some folks in those earlier tiers 

received real dollars over the weekend. Today Mon. 16 May there was an 11 am mtg 

in Reno to set redemption schedules. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dyxgcFBjnLwH/
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russian-computer-hacker-group-killnet-announces-global-internet-attack
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russian-computer-hacker-group-killnet-announces-global-internet-attack


 MarkZ Moderator Estimated rates: Dong - $2.25 (up to $4.00?), Dinar - $6.00 (up to 

$11.00?), Zim - .30 (per million) without projects, higher rate with projects only for 

projects, Indo Rupiah $1.47. 

 At any time all Reno subgroups would have 100% access to new ISO 20022 USN 

accounts for immediate payout, while the Wells Fargo Group (formerly General 64) and 

Abbott Downing private invitations could start, along with Tier4B notification and 

appointment scheduling at 7,000 Redemption Centers. 

 Redemption Center Staff say this next week will be a great week for all of us. 

 The General Public would likely start around a week after Tier4B exchanges began, 

according to Bruce. 

B. Restored Republic Headlines for Mon. 16 May 2022: 

 It was now not known if the Big Event would occur on Tues. 17 May at 17:17 EST as 

Trump reported on Truth Social on Sunday because from a Truth Social post on Mon. 16 

May it appeared the date for the Big Event was moved from to Friday 20 May at 4 pm 

EST. 

 Democrats in the US partnered with Big Pharma companies and foundations led by 

George Soros and Bill Gates set up bioresearch in Ukraine, using the project to generate 

additional funding for elections. Documents found on Hunter Biden’s laptop seem to 

indicate the Joe Biden son was involved in funding bioresearch in Ukraine as well.  

 Thurs. 7 April 2022: Biden/Obama Tied to Child Sex Trafficking; Children, Bodies 

Rescued from US Bio-weapon Labs Under Biden Ukraine Property | Politics | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 6 April 2022: Thousands of Children Rescued, Mutilated Bodies Recovered, from 

Biden-owned Ukraine Property Containing US Run Bio-Weapon Labs | Politics | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 General Flynn has filed a $50 million claim against the DOJ, FBI, Obama WH and 

Special Counsel Robert Mueller for malicious prosecution. 

 Russia seems to be leading the way out of the Matrix – leaving behind the corrupt 

financial system, media and internet. 

 Election Fraud exposure continues, connecting the Deep State Soros-Obama-Clintons-

CCP-Vatican-Microsoft which compromised the 2020 Election. 

 McDonald's to sell all its 850 stores in Russia, exiting the country after more than 30 

years. This was not the first time McDonald’s was forced to close their franchises after 

human meat, body parts (mainly of children) were found at their meat packing plants: 

McDonalds Chain Closing Globally: Human Meat, Body Parts Found in Food? | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Pfizer’s COVID vaccine was NOT 95% effective as claimed. The data shows it has a 

12% efficacy rate for the first 7 days, then falls to less than 1%. 

https://finance.yahoo.com/video/pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-12-154550168.html 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2021/08/mcdonalds-chain-closing-globally-human-meat-body-parts-found-in-food-2492993.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2021/08/mcdonalds-chain-closing-globally-human-meat-body-parts-found-in-food-2492993.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-12-154550168.html


 There were no human clinical trials to determine if the experimental COVID vaccines 

were safe for pregnant women. https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/pfizers-new-80000-

page-data-dump 

 Nano particles vaccines 1995 warning: Graphene in vaccines makes people become an 

anthena, a super powerful receiver of magnetic frequencies. Once activated people would 

becomes controlled "zombies" that do whatever they wants you to do. 

 Robert F. Kennedy, Jr: "[The government] has turned [big tech companies] into the 

most effective weapons of the emerging totalitarian state, and they have successfully de-

platformed us, they've gaslighted us, they've marginalized us, they've vilified us, and 

they've made us disappear from the public square... We want our right [back] to criticize 

public policies that are affecting all of our lives that are enriching the few and 

impoverishing the many." 

C. The Real News for Mon. 16 May 2022:  

 It was suspected that a Convention of States was held in Washington DC today Mon. 

16 May. There were 38 flags being held – the exact number needed to ratify a vote in a 

Convention of States as outlined by the Constitution. 

 Chinese social media abuzz with rumors of Xi Jinping stepping down for COVID-19 

mismanagement: https://m.economictimes.com/news/international/world-news/chinese-

social-media-abuzz-with-rumours-of-xi-jinping-stepping-down-for-covid-19-

mismanagement/amp_articleshow/91560750.cms 

 NASA Budget $ 57 million a day × 365 days × 60 years of NASA fakery 

 A recent audit of President Biden’s Twitter account showed that over 49% were faked 

Twitter followers, or didn’t even exist. 

 McDonald's to sell all its 850 stores in Russia, exiting the country after more than 30 

years. No prospective buyer has been named. This was not the first time McDonald’s was 

forced to close their franchises after human meat, body parts (mainly of children) were 

found at their meat packing plants: McDonalds Chain Closing Globally: Human Meat, 

Body Parts Found in Food? | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 CERN – CIA Headquarters under Lake Geneva Switzerland: 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/29392 

 CERN – gateway to Hell: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/29224 

D. International Child Sex Trafficking, Adrenochrome, Organ Harvesting Ring: 

 Never forget why we started it – it always was and still is about the Children: 

https://memetrunk.com/save-the-children/post/never-forget-why-we-started-it-always-

was-and-still-is-about-the-mysbah6yRTSIWYd 

https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/pfizers-new-80000-page-data-dump
https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/pfizers-new-80000-page-data-dump
https://m.economictimes.com/news/international/world-news/chinese-social-media-abuzz-with-rumours-of-xi-jinping-stepping-down-for-covid-19-mismanagement/amp_articleshow/91560750.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/international/world-news/chinese-social-media-abuzz-with-rumours-of-xi-jinping-stepping-down-for-covid-19-mismanagement/amp_articleshow/91560750.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/international/world-news/chinese-social-media-abuzz-with-rumours-of-xi-jinping-stepping-down-for-covid-19-mismanagement/amp_articleshow/91560750.cms
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2021/08/mcdonalds-chain-closing-globally-human-meat-body-parts-found-in-food-2492993.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2021/08/mcdonalds-chain-closing-globally-human-meat-body-parts-found-in-food-2492993.html
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/29392
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/29224
https://memetrunk.com/save-the-children/post/never-forget-why-we-started-it-always-was-and-still-is-about-the-mysbah6yRTSIWYd
https://memetrunk.com/save-the-children/post/never-forget-why-we-started-it-always-was-and-still-is-about-the-mysbah6yRTSIWYd


 In the Storm News: Adrenochrome – the real truth super-uber graphic!!!: 

https://rumble.com/v14tl1q-in-the-storm-news-adrenochrome-the-real-truth-super-uber-

graphic.html 

E. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 Americans are facing a pay CUT as Bidenflation outpaces wages. 

F. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 Beirut Blast Explained: Kevin Carreiro in Expose the Pedos End the Cabal, Child 

Trafficking: https://t.me/exposthePedos/173313 

G. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

 Pfizer’s new 80,000 –page data dump is a nightmare – and came at the same time as the 

Roe vs. Wade leak. Notable issues include: 

 Pfizer’s COVID vaccine was NOT 95% effective as they claimed. The data shows it 

has a 12% efficacy rate for the first 7 days, then falls to less than 1%. 

https://finance.yahoo.com/video/pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-12-154550168.html 

 There were no human clinical trials to determine if the experimental COVID vaccines 

were safe for pregnant women. They were excluded from all the trials. Instead, they 

tested it on 44 rats before claiming it was "safe" 

https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/pfizers-new-80000-page-data-dump 

 There are a total of 9 sites revealed so far (as of May 2, 2022) of 158.  Under 6.6% of 

the Subjects are accounted for. Where did the data relating to the hundreds of other 

Subjects/trial participants go? https://jessicar.substack.com/p/this-took-all-day-and-it-is-

worth 

 Where are the 25,706 patients missing from the Pfizer data? 

https://twitter.com/ClareCraigPath/status/1522199814372528134 

 The lipid nanoparticles were found to have distributed throughout the body — in the 

liver, ovaries & other vital organs 48 hrs post injection. 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-jj-covid-vaccine-animal-trials-reveal-

shots-potential-impact-major-organs/ 

 The latest release can be found via the database here: https://phmpt.org/pfizers-

documents/ or at the ICAN site here: https://www.icandecide.org/pfizer-documents/ 

 Nano particles vaccines 1995 warning: Graphene in vaccines makes people become an 

anthena, a super powerful receiver of magnetic frequencies. Once activated people would 

becomes controlled "zombies" that do whatever they wants you to do. 

H. The Real News That Should Have, But Never Made the Headlines: 

https://rumble.com/v14tl1q-in-the-storm-news-adrenochrome-the-real-truth-super-uber-graphic.html
https://rumble.com/v14tl1q-in-the-storm-news-adrenochrome-the-real-truth-super-uber-graphic.html
https://t.me/exposthePedos/173313
https://finance.yahoo.com/video/pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-12-154550168.html
https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/pfizers-new-80000-page-data-dump
https://jessicar.substack.com/p/this-took-all-day-and-it-is-worth
https://jessicar.substack.com/p/this-took-all-day-and-it-is-worth
https://twitter.com/ClareCraigPath/status/1522199814372528134
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-jj-covid-vaccine-animal-trials-reveal-shots-potential-impact-major-organs/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pfizer-jj-covid-vaccine-animal-trials-reveal-shots-potential-impact-major-organs/
https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/
https://phmpt.org/pfizers-documents/
https://www.icandecide.org/pfizer-documents/


 Thurs. 7 April 2022: Biden/Obama Tied to Child Sex Trafficking; Children, Bodies 

Rescued from US Bio-weapon Labs Under Biden Ukraine Property | Politics | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 6 April 2022: Thousands of Children Rescued, Mutilated Bodies Recovered, from 

Biden-owned Ukraine Property Containing US Run Bio-Weapon Labs | Politics | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 28 Oct. 2021: Fauci, Big Pharma Tortuous Experiments on Foster Children – 

Over 200 Died | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 28 Oct. 2021: Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Native 

Women, Children – well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

I. White Hat Intel: 

 Russia exited the Matrix first and was now almost completely financially free from the 

United States. 

 When Saddam Hussein announced in Iraq that he would no longer accept the US 

dollar for oil, two months later the war broke out in Iraq and Saddam Hussein was 

murdered. 

 Many wars were started to preserve the American dollar. When Moammer Gaddafi 

created an evaluated currency for Africa, Western military power went to Libya and 

assassinated Gaddafi. 

 Now Russia has finally broken the Petrol-Dollar (Fiat Money). The US is now in an 

existential crisis and Europe will follow. 

 The dollar is (almost) bankrupt and the cry for regulation of Crypto Currencies by 

corrupt governments show the corruption and mutiny within the organized financial 

system bodies like the SEC revealing how Bitcoin and Ethereum are protected. 

 Russia has the Ruble which is fully backed by gold. India, China and Russia have 

long had a different monetary system apart from SWIFT. 

 Ripple is slowly revealing to be the new QFS it was promised and hoped by many XRP 

and XLM long trusted believers. 

 It seems the time to flip the switch is very very close. 

 For so long we have speculated and predicted scenarios that would involve the 

Event and now Russia seems to lead the way out of the Matrix – leaving behind the 

corrupt financial system, the media, the internet. 

 Exposing the NWO, EU, US, NATO, the UN, CERN, the WHO, the CIA, the 

MOSSAD. All one big snake pit, full of dark connected to each other up the evil pyramid 

of the Elite. About to be taken down completely. 

 Russia is on it’s way to implement the free world outside the matrix of the Cabal that 

we have been trapped in for centuries. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/thousands-of-children-rescued-mutilated-bodies-recovered-from-biden-owned-ukraine-property-containing-us-run-bio-weapon-labs-3259889.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/10/fauci-big-pharma-tortuous-experiments-on-foster-children-over-200-died-3247518.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2021/10/fauci-big-pharma-tortuous-experiments-on-foster-children-over-200-died-3247518.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/canada/2021/10/catholics-government-elites-kidnapped-tortured-killed-native-women-children-well-over-60000-4470.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/canada/2021/10/catholics-government-elites-kidnapped-tortured-killed-native-women-children-well-over-60000-4470.html


 Exciting times. Flip the Switch. Eyes open. To be continued with you reporting the other 

side of the news.WWG1WGA. 

 There will be leaks and drops in the Ghislaine Maxwell case. The judge-prosecution-

witnesses-jury are all heavily infiltrated, yet this Maxwell case must go forward no matter 

the legal outcome. 

 The Ghislaine case has been staged and the Deep State Obama-Clintons, etc. have all 

compromised the case in many ways. 

 Election Fraud exposure continues no matter the legal outcome, with connections to 

the Deep State Soros-Obama-Clintons-CCP-Vatican-Microsoft which compromised the 

2020 Election. 

 It’s important that the Durham Report on Clintons-Obama-Five Eyes-Vatican-

Israel connected to Russia Gate and the Colour Revolution Coup against Trump be 

exposed on how they all compromised together with Wuhan and Covid-19 to bring in the 

fix to the 2020 Elections in order to bring in the Totalitarian World Government through 

the CDC, WHO, WEF, ect. 

 All three branches of the US Government have been infiltrated and the US is presently 

under foreign occupation. 

 In the end after the fires and exposure of the failure of the three branches of 

government, the Military will step in. Currently the Military courts are documenting all 

failures of the three branches of government. This will later be used in Military Tribunals 

and World Military Tribunals. That’s when the real exposure of the Epstein-Maxwell – 

2020 Election interference-Covid 19 creation will be held. 

 While difficult, it is important to understand this must be done by the book. Q 

 The Military could not legally launch operations against the Deep State Cabal until all 

failures of the three branches of government happened and were exposed. 

 We were inside the Storm of the Century: Winter on fire; False Flag Events were 

distractions from the Covid Plandemic-vaccines-deaths-Election Fraud-worldwide 

pedophile Elite ring of Epstein and Maxwell that was connected to every country and 

Elites including the UN and NATO. 

J. Mon. 16 May 2022 Destroy KM or face nuclear war Russia and China tell Pentagon, 

Benjamin Fulford Weekly Geo-Political News and Analysis – by Benjamin Fulford 

 Last week China and Russia issued an ultimatum to the US military: either destroy the 

Khazarian Mafia or face all-out nuclear/scalar weaponry warfare, multiple sources agree. 

The US sent a large delegation to Russia in response and an agreement was reached to 

kill all known members of the KM on sight, Pentagon and MI6 sources say. This has 

already begun and will accelerate this week, the sources say. 

 (A member of the Dragon family): There was a noisy meeting in the Security Council 

at the request of Russia regarding the development of American biological weapons on 

its borders inside Ukraine: 

https://benjaminfulford.net/2022/05/16/destroy-km-or-face-nuclear-war-russia-and-china-tell-pentagon/
https://benjaminfulford.net/


 1- The Russian delegate handed over documents and evidence in the session record 

confirming the following: Official Pentagon funding for an apparent biological weapons 

program in Ukraine. Names of American people and companies specialized in the 

evidence and documents involved in this program. The locations of laboratories in 

Ukraine and the attempts made so far to hide evidence. 

 2- The locations of the American laboratories that manufacture and test biological 

weapons in 36 countries around the world (12 countries more than the previous session). 

 3- The diseases and epidemics, the means of their release, the countries in which 

they are being tested, and when and where the experiments were carried out with or 

without the knowledge of the governments of these countries. 

 4- Among the experiments and relics is the virus responsible for the current pandemic 

and the huge number of bats used to transmit this virus. 

 5- The peoples of America, France and Britain have, under the psychological 

pressure, been brainwashed into believing a fictional version of what is happening 

 6- The World Health Organization denies knowledge of the biological experiments 

in Ukraine despite proof provided by Russia that its’ representatives regularly visited and 

were in correspondence with suspicious American laboratories around the world. 

 7- China is asking why the US and UN desperately refuse to conduct an 

investigation by specialists to find out the truth, especially given the documents and 

compelling evidence? 

 The Russians captured a large number of migratory birds that had been numbered 

and had microchip-controlled capsules containing various plagues attached to their 

bodies, Russian and Chinese sources add. When these birds fly to Africa, Asia, Latin 

America etc. the plague vials could be opened by satellite command where they would 

cause the most damage. 

 Russians also accused President Joe Biden, former President Barack Obama, 

former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, and billionaire George Soros of 

involvement in the conspiracy. The Chinese and Russians insist that ―whoever commits 

such immoral and inhuman acts must be punished.‖ 

 The Russians note that since the Americans broke a 1976 treaty not to use biological, 

weather manipulating, earthquake causing and other weapons of mass destruction, they 

are now entitled to use their own arsenal of such weapons. 

 The head of MI6, upon getting this evidence promised ―We will sanction the United 

Nations on a shoot to kill.‖ In other words, the named officials, including those working 

at the WHO and UN, will be shot on sight. 

 The US military, meanwhile, responded by sending –in defiance of the Biden 

regime- a military plane with more than 100 generals representing all military units to 

avoid a comprehensive nuclear war the KM was trying to trigger, Pentagon sources say. 



 As a result of this meeting “Biden’s days are numbered, regimes will collapse and 

heads of those countries participating in this scheme will be overthrown,‖ the sources 

promise. 

 In response, the World Economic Forum and the World Health Organization are 

holding an emergency meeting in Switzerland starting May 22
nd

. 

K. 9/11, Apollo, Covid Hoaxes, Martin Gedes: 

 On September 7th, 2001 I was on a business trip to New York as an employee of Sprint. 

It was a beautiful blue-sky day, and I recall standing in a skyscraper on Times Square and 

looking down Broadway towards Lower Manhattan and the Twin Towers. Four days later 

I was hiking in Zion National Park when the world exploded into madness. 

 For years I had no reason to question the official narrative of that day, and accepted it 

without question. I was aware of "conspiracy theories" and alternative views, but I saw 

them as fringe and unimportant. My life revolved around professional advancement, 

small children, and personal dislocations. 

 The illegal and illegitimate wars in Iraq and Afghanistan gave me pause for thought. I 

remember giving Tony Blair the benefit of the doubt over the Iraq war, and dismissing 

the case made by peace protestors that the WMD pretext was fabricated. Clearly, I was 

wrong, and had been fooled. 

 Around the year 2010 I returned to the story of 9/11, and began to dig into these 

challenges to the widely accepted account. The more I looked, the greater was my 

concern. I could not be sure what had happened, or who really was behind the attacks, or 

what the real motive was. But I could not reconcile the hard data with the standard 

explanation given. 

 To believe the official version, you had to overlook a lot of very hard-to-ignore 

anomalies. The Twin Towers had free-fall collapsed, turning to dust on the way down, 

and leaving minimal piles of rubble (compared to their size) heaped upon molten rock 

that took months to cool. The suggested progressive collapse process breaks the law of 

conservation of momentum. 

 WTC7 also implausibly collapsed on itself due to "office fires", with it being 

announced by the BBC before it happened. A secret engineering model was used to 

justify this unlikely and unique event. WTC6 had its core disappear, but that can be 

overlooked as unimportant. All the crime scene debris was hauled off to China for 

disposal rather than kept. 

 There was evidence of pre-planted explosives, and you could even see some going off 

prematurely on floors below the one that was failing. Multiple eyewitness reports also 

gave evidence of explosions before the collapse. The alleged aircraft flew implausible 

flight paths only to leave negligible debris. The towers were explicitly designed to 

withstand such an impact, yet both failed in exactly the same way. 



 Meanwhile at the Pentagon, another "aircraft" magically skimmed the grass only to 

disappear into a hold in the wall smaller than its fuselage, with no trace of impact of 

wings or engines. That wall just happened to have the audit team for the theft of trillions 

of dollars that had been announced the day before. The "crash" in Pennsylvania also 

(coincidentally I am sure) left no visible aircraft debris. 

 Speaking of money, the evidence of massive insurance fraud was self-evidently 

irrelevant. So was all the insider dealing in the stock market that presaged what was 

to come. All common sense questions about money and military matters could be 

overlooked, especially anything to do with the Saudis. Meanwhile, all this happened 

while the military stood down and no planes were scrambled. And just by coincidence 

(again) the CCTV cameras were all turned off at the Pentagon so there was no evidence 

to contradict the official version. Why so? 

 The biased and under-resourced investigation committee ignored reams of 

objections from military, pilots, architects, engineers, and first responders (who 

perplexingly seemed to be dying from conditions more associated with radiation 

poisoning). The patsy offered immediately and unquestioningly at the outset was 

accepted as the perpetrator. No alternative theories were entertained. 

 Nobody should ever consider this a pre-planned event, especially given decades of 

foreshadowing in the mass media. Indeed, the occult symbolism all over it — George 

Bush reading "My Pet Goat" for instance — is of no relevance whatsoever. We should 

automatically agree that the two wars and millions of dead that flowed from the official 

story are a price worth paying for our freedom. 

 Looking back it is hard to see how anyone can believe the official story, it is so 

ridiculous and full of holes. But a decade ago I still doubted myself, because to reject it 

raised two profound issues. The first was that our collective sense of reality was wrong, 

and our system of government was corrupt and criminal to its core, yet most people 

believed in it somehow. The second was why there was no objection from honest military 

people and no obvious counter-movement to depose these criminals from power. 

 These lingering questions meant I kept my views to myself and didn't discuss them 

in my professional or public spheres. In the years that followed my first accepted 

"conspiracy theory", I was involved in paradigm-busting and pioneering telecoms work. 

My expert colleagues were well versed in seeing through the nonsense of the mainstream 

ideology. Yet one day I suggested that the Apollo story was a bit off, and they looked at 

me as if I had lost my mind. 

 If you want to dig into the moon landing story, I suggest the wonderful essay 

series "Wagging the Moondoggie" by (the sadly departed) Dave McGowan. It is 

fabulous writing, and exceptionally funny once you dig into it. If the 9/11 story is 

tragically absurd, the Apollo one is astronomically comical. I cannot imagine any 

reasonable and rational person coming away from reading this and still having no 

questions about the offered version of events. 

https://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUMGOhSAM_JrH0Vi0igcOe9nfMCh9PLICBnA3_v1WTUihLdPpzGoquZRPvadSxRXmeu6kI_2VjWqlLI5CefZW90oN3TAKfllQqIQv8zsTBeM3XfNBYj-Wza-m-hRvAI6Io_ho00upFIzQInSkFkBELkyT7QYcpX14zWE9xZU0_VI-UySxphAo1muW2PSn1r28uq-X_OazcoPyO2UTfeQrkDWBMtM3DOMPIaVok3OeOBFey1ZK5h8A-h5k0zWwwJsm23cKB5JWvvo2ONmUYynVrD_XGJG140X8tiFw211S7zorna_tjujrOVM0y0b2MaE-Vt62zI4iZbbYzqZqGFCOLfQ4waAezawMEbAd5SSY2CZGRR1Mrj46spbKP-i-jGk


 To believe the official account, you again have to overlook a lot of anomalies. Having 

been soundly beaten by the Soviets in the Space Race, and sagging under the weight of 

the war in Vietnam, America pulled out this magical morale booster in the nick of time. 

A collection of untested in-situ gear that looks like leftovers from a trip to Hobbycraft 

made flawless landings and take-offs on another celestial body with no rehearsals, 

including rendezvous with an orbiter zooming past at thousands of miles per hour. 

 All that 1960s electronics, emergency equipment, cameras, comms, batteries, fuel, 

breathing apparatus, heating, cooling, docking bays, beds, toilets, space suits, and 

living quarters were packed into something the size of a family car. Amazingly, they 

even later found room to stow a folding vehicle in the same space! Sadly, the entire data 

set from the mission as well as the designs for this origami wonder, have been "mislaid or 

lost". 

 For that matter, you are meant to believe that getting to the moon was a once-off 

proposition, and the technological advances since are irrelevant. Rather than becoming a 

trivial and everyday proposition, it's somehow a "forgotten" skillset that cannot be 

recreated at any reasonable cost or timescale. Meanwhile, Stanley Kubrick was really 

busy on a secret project at just the right times... 

 How gullible do you have to be in order to accept all this nonsense without question? 

 Well, it turns out that quality is available in abundance. We see the same pattern of 

mass hallucination play out with Covid. A "virus" (that still hasn't been conclusively 

proven to exist) suddenly appears and the correct response is... ubiquitous stripping of 

civil rights and a coordinated global campaign of terror. Normal means of boosting the 

immune system (like vitamin D) are ignored; effective and cheap ways of combatting the 

illness (like ivermectin) are denigrated and made difficult to obtain. 

 Meanwhile, fear-inducting face masks are made mandatory, despite them having 

little to no evidence of being effective, and coming with significant health risks (like 

hypoxia and pneumonia). People in care homes are murdered with midazolam, victims in 

hospital are killed with remdesivir, and livelihoods (and mental wellbeing) are smashed 

with lockdowns. Everyone else is encouraged to avoid the outdoors and socialisation. 

This is all done in the name of public health. 

 Then an untested gene therapy from known crooks is launched as the only solution, 

despite copious evidence of fraud at every prior stage. The absence of any long-term 

safety data is feature, normal medical ethics are inverted, and the jab is sold as pro-social 

even though its producers make no claims of reduced transmission or infection. The 

product is even offered to children not at significant risk of the disease, despite 

reasonable concerns of effects on fertility, or mRNA affecting DNA. 

 9/11, Apollo, Covid — three collective insanities among many more. The last decade has 

been very strange for me. Once you see that "normality" is a madhouse, you cannot unsee 

it. The failure of one part of the psychosis to entrap you leads you to questioning more 

and more, and finding ever greater parts of the "consensus reality" to be built on lies, and 



become alienated from those who want to believe fabulous fairy tales. Slowly I have 

come to understand how these mass hallucinations actually work. 

 Firstly, the absurdity and chutzpah of the lie is a feature, not a bug. Once people 

have widely accepted the manifestly impossible, they have an unconscious internal shame 

at being subjugated. What matters to them is "common knowledge", which is what they 

believe that other people believe. As social creatures it is seen as being more important to 

belong to the crowd, than to be dangerously isolated and ostracised. 

 Secondly, pointing out the problem provokes a hurt ego in the deceived. A self-

reinforcing system of social policing keeps the lie alive, lest anyone's pride be hurt. 

Those who questions the narrative and raises the anomalies are ignored, dismissed, or 

ridiculed. Over time the falsehood becomes more entrenched; the longstanding nature of 

the lie is evidence for its legitimacy. 

 Thirdly, our society is not welcoming of dissent and dissidents. Censorship is 

implicitly celebrated when those who point out the popular delusion are silenced. The 

terms of respectable debate put the lie out of bounds. Curiosity, open-mindedness, and 

fallibility are given lip service, but a narcissistic culture renders them impotent as forces 

in mainstream society. 

 I hope me sharing my own "conspiracy analyst" journey is illuminating for others. I 

have learned to care little about the vigorous opinions of people who have not examined 

the data, suppressed their need to be right, or confronted the possibility of evil at work. I 

am expecting these three enormous lies (and many more) to be exposed in time, and the 

truth doesn't need anyone to defend it — including me.  

L. Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos Hoax, Greg O'Neill 

 Hi Martin, This is Greg O'Neill, in Spokane, Washington, USA. As a former Navy 

print journalist, and newspaper-editor-in-chief of a 12 page publication at Naval Air 

Station Whiting Field, in Milton, Florida, I want to express my thanks for your astute 

writing below, and analysis of past and current events, exposing what should be realized 

as being the truth, based on hard evidence. Sadly, there are too many people around the 

world who have fallen prey to the continued barrage of lies, and confusing narratives, 

propaganda put out by the 'lamestream' media, and the deliberate coverup of the actual 

facts, or their outright removal as you point out below.  

 Thanks for your courageous effort shown below in pointing out what everyone should 

already know. You are right, the truth is starting to show up, as more people are willing 

to step up and speak out, presenting facts, hard data to make the truth known.    

 I still remember my being on Yankee Station, in the Tonkin Gulf, on an aircraft 

carrier, the flagship of the Seventh Fleet, as our ship bombed targets in Vietnam, 

Cambodia and Laos, while we were ordered to keep quiet about what we were doing out 

there, forbidden to tell our friends and families back home, because what we were doing 

was in violation of international agreements, and treaties, committing acts of war against 



nations we had not declared war against, sent there by the UN Security Council, using 

our military forces as their 'police'.   I still think about the innocent victims of our 

warmongering to protect the CIA's poppy fields, and heroin business, in the 'Golden 

Triangle'. 

 Thank you for your willingness to expose the truth, whether or not it is accepted 

widely, there are those of us who do care about objective facts, and finding them, a 

challenging task in itself. May you continue your crusade to let the truth be seen. Best 

regards, Greg goneill51@gmail.com 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 Mon. 16 May Situation Update: https://rumble.com/v14v4fm-situation-update-

51522.html   https://rumble.com/v14yn82-situation-update-51622.html\ 

 Sun. 15 May Situation Update: Situation Update: The Great MAGA King! Intel 

Update! Near Death Civilization Event! Durham Update! Ben Fulford! Finland Joins 

NATO! Bioweapon Causes COVID! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Charlie Ward - We Believe Trump Will Return As President! - Patriot Movement Must 

Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Updated List of Arrests & Executions July 2021 (rumble.com) 

N. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

O. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

mailto:goneill51@gmail.com
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and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

P. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
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EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

Q. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

R. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
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A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 15, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 14, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 13, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 13, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 12, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 12, 2022 

Very, Very Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 11, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 11, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 10, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 10, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of May 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 7, 2022 
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